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HaoPJ charger

(3 reviews)

Item Code: HaoPJ charger

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 4 Cm

width 2 Cm

high 8 Cm

volume weight 12.80 g

Ultra-fast charging: Fast charger with 6 feet (about 1.8 meters) C-type lightning data cable, it only
takes 30 minutes to charge iPhone 12 to 50%, which can save you 1 hour compared with 5W original
charger the above. 
Original Apple MFi certification: Made with original Apple chips, the USB C to Lightning cable fully
supports the iOS version and all future updates. They have high quality, tensile strength, fast charging
and transmission speed certification to ensure full charging and synchronization compatible with you
IPhone/iPad/iPod devices. 
Excellent *fast charging: This charger has a multiple *system to ensure *protection for your lightning
equipment. The ETL certified wall charger has built-in overvoltage protection and has a stable voltage.
The lightning data cable has a built-in smart chip that automatically matches the current required by
the device. 
Universal compatibility: 20W PD adapter wall plug, fast charging, suitable for iPhone SE/11/11 Pro/11
Pro Max/XR/XS Max/XS/X/8 Plus/8, iPad Pro, AirPods, iPod touch . The standard charging speed is
suitable for iPhone 7/7 Plus/6s/6s Plus/6/6 Plus/SE/5s/5/5c. 
You will get: 1 pack of 20W USB-C iPhone charger block and 1 pack of 6 feet (about 1.8 meters) USB-C
lightning charging cable.
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Product Review

By Anna Weiss

2021-03-02 14:58:59

charger

easy plugin and use for the annoying variations in cords that Apple has recently designed. Glad to be able to plug both my iPh
one and iPad into the same socket. So much for having USB ports in my plugs--boo to Apple!

By Diamond Patrick

2021-03-02 14:58:55

charger

One of the things I did not really like about the OEM 87W Macbook Pro charger is that it only has 1 USB-C port. This RavPower
90W charger has 2 USB-C ports AND it's smaller vs the OEM Apple charger. What's not to like??? As you can see in the picture
it is a little bit thicker but overall much smaller. I put it through a few tests, charging my laptop and mobile phone (Google Pixe
l 3) and both charged very quickly with no issues. I also charged up my iPad Pro with no issues. In a pinch this charger can eve
n fit in my pocket!!!

By Luz Greene

2021-03-02 14:58:52

charger

Also the high quality construction is something you do not see on Amazon very often any more.They used blue anodized alum
inum with a dense black rubber and a nice braided nyloncord. See the pictures.I imagine these cords will last a very long time.
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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Time will tell. We will be buying a pack with shorter lengths as well.IMO, this is really a 7+ star product in the Amazon world of
star ratings. :-)
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